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Pleats Please: 
! ! Tessellation, Folded Surface Structures and Digital-Physical Process

Above: Skylar Tibbits, Tesselion; Foreign Office Architects, Yokohama Port Terminal; Olafur Eliasson, One-Way Colour Tunnel

Overview
When do the differences between surfaces and objects become unclear? How can a flat sheet material be controlled 
to attain high degrees of volumetric enclosure, of rigidity, flexibility, and depth? Folding by tessellation patterns form 
the method getting at these concepts, and a means to introduce some unusual uses of digital drafting tools - not 
merely to produce drawings of ideas you have already designed, but to help in design itself.

Exercise
For this week’s exercise, you will produce or find a starter tessellation pattern printed to a flat surface, and then 
subject it to several iterations of change until its folded results meet one of several performance criteria.

Using the tools introduced in this week’s workshop, produce a tessellation pattern printed with its so-called male/
female/genderless lines as different colors on a 4” square, and separately etched to a thin sheet stock such as 
museum board to a 16” square the laser cutter. Prove its success and test its variability through folding accordingly. 
Now produce three variations in the pattern, each time again printing the pattern as a 4” square and modeling the 
16” model physically. For your final model, demonstrate its success 

You may choose from the following final criteria for your final tessellated surface:
★ 200% variation in folding density across the entire surface
★ 1 degree of freedom with three corners pinned
★ span 14” across and 8” vertically in one pinned position 

Final requirements:
One 11x17 printed sheet with your name, all four pattern steps labeled in sequence, and a 4” photo that 
demonstrates the physical model resulting from each. Label or otherwise graphically indicate how the final pattern 
and model have met one of the performance criteria. Also turn in the final model, with your name etched into its 
surface. This can be turned in to the department office any time during the business day on November 22.

Reference Links to get you Started:
http://www.webfilms.ca/pdfs/eric7final.pdf
http://www.todayandtomorrow.net/2009/03/25/deployabletransformable-structures/
http://www.origamitessellations.com/
http://dataisnature.com/?p=255
http://gwydir.demon.co.uk/jo/tess/teacher.htm
http://www.tsg.ne.jp/TT/cg/index.html#rigid_origami

http://www.vam.ac.uk/content/articles/f/fashion-in-motion-issey-miyake/
http://www.vam.ac.uk/content/articles/f/fashion-in-motion-issey-miyake/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tessellation%23Regular_and_semi-regular_tessellations
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tessellation%23Regular_and_semi-regular_tessellations
http://infoscience.epfl.ch/record/118687/files/00c08a04_origami_arch%20f.pdf
http://infoscience.epfl.ch/record/118687/files/00c08a04_origami_arch%20f.pdf
http://www.webfilms.ca/pdfs/eric7final.pdf
http://www.webfilms.ca/pdfs/eric7final.pdf
http://www.todayandtomorrow.net/2009/03/25/deployabletransformable-structures/
http://www.todayandtomorrow.net/2009/03/25/deployabletransformable-structures/
http://www.origamitessellations.com/
http://www.origamitessellations.com/
http://dataisnature.com/?p=255
http://dataisnature.com/?p=255
http://gwydir.demon.co.uk/jo/tess/teacher.htm
http://gwydir.demon.co.uk/jo/tess/teacher.htm
http://www.tsg.ne.jp/TT/cg/index.html#rigid_origami
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